**Curriculum Share**

**DRDP Measure:** COG 11: Knowledge of the Natural World  
**Age Group:** Toddler, Preschool

---

**Grow your own Veggies**

**Beans - You’ll Need:**  
*Baggie, 4 cotton balls, water, tape.*

Have your child put the beans in the bag, wet each cotton ball & add to the bag. Close bag, tape the bag to a window that gets direct sunlight. Be patient and watch them grow!

---

**Green Onions - You’ll Need:**  
*Jar, bottom of onions, water.*

Parents can do this part- trim off the bottom (root end) inch of your green onions – then have your child place them roots down in a small glass jar filled with water. Change water every few days & within a few days they will start growing back into green onions again!

---

**Celery - You’ll Need:**  
*Dish or plastic container, celery, water.*

Parents can do this part- cut the bottom of bunch of celery 2” from the base. Have your child place the base of the celery in the dish filled with about an 1” of water. Place dish in bright area but not in direct sunlight. Change water every few days, make sure the dish doesn’t dry out. Watch celery start to re-grow in a few days!